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through this tour we will tune into them…

and feel what they are trying to convey through their music

i have immense respect and love for musicians

they are no ordinary people…

especially if the music comes from their silence…

from their meditativeness…

it will take you higher and higher

we are one field of love…

can you feel the difference ?

their spontaneity… 

those few sounds can penetrate so deep

you can feel the difference ?

tonight when we will listen to them again

we will dive deep with them again

and let them guide us slowly slowly

into deeper and deeper states…

always look at musicians with a mystical eye

become receptive to the spiritual expressing through them

and if you are receptive you will arouse their creativity

and hand in hand you will see a new experience gathering

for me also it is a great experiment…

it is the first time i have the opportunity

to have two geniuses with me

welcome once again beautiful tanmayo…

and my beautiful friend ojas…

this silence is like a mirror

just a silent mirror…watching…

just a silent mirror…reflecting all that it sees

this mirror is absolutely still and silent

this is the watcher

just watching

you will see on this magical tour

what music and the mastery of their silence and stillness can create

i am grateful to ojas and tanmayo

for coming here specially…

creating this silence and stillness for you…

to dive into your own inner sky

you can have music  

but these living musicians add their being…

their stillness…their presence…is radiating 

in the sound that they are creating

you can listen to great music

but it will never be the same…

just a few sounds through the hands of silent musicians

they are the magicians…the buddhas…

the instrument in their hands is radiating their presence

that is why i am so much in love with musicians…

these beautiful creative geniuses !

what they are adding to the sound is an element of their being

so it is not only sound that you are listening to

but carrying in that sound…

you can feel them expressing their stillness

so when you listen deeply to them

not only listen to the sounds that they are creating 

but to something present within it…

their buddha nature is reaching out to you

they are expressing their presence in that sound

and if you are deep and receptive…

a new mystery will open for you

and you will understand these geniuses

i am simply here to create silence

the music that is moving you is them

they are moving you !
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